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Part I : W hat i t ’ s a l l a bout
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1. prologue
what more improbable a dream
than hammer our swords into plowshares
turn our spears to pruning hooks
feed the hungry / shelter the homeless
care for the planet / the living / one another
create Peace on Earth
more likely
some unwelcomed thought
escaped from daylight’s shadow
wakes us
refuses dissolution
turns our would be stillness a restless hour
a sea of feelings
for who can always close their eyes
to the heartbreak filling our world
from the personal
conflicts / disappointments / betrayal
livelihood worries / workplace stress / fears
to the greater tragedies all learn about
we’ve been troubled for a long time
some of us in hunger / struggling to meet basic needs
while others enjoy ostentatious luxury
add to that the swords / shields / guns
tall masted plundering slavery ships
marching armies / tanks / bombs / missiles
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war after war unending

we’ve been meaning to change all that
education / enlightenment / revolutions / nascent democracy
but without eradicating the roots
the bleeding hurt never stopped
oh what bequeathed us this
world no mother would conceive
nightmare we don’t tell the children
nations coveting the next worst weapon
global warming / climate change
ocean, soil, water degradation / deforestation
fairness dogs know better
the 1% not believing they have any greater responsibility
than competing like they see everyone else
alt facts / fake news / “post-truth” / science denied / our situation in dispute
unprecedented social polarity
we’ve reached a pathway’s end

2. denied
life meant to be a celebration
children squealing with delight / innocence / trust
weddings / stoned soul picnics / festivals / fairs
horses racing open fields / songbirds at end of day
family / citizens / co-workers / neighbors —
getting along
everyone respected
needs met
work appreciated / made a pleasure
participation in decision making
jobs / security for everyone
and joy
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whether a party / a reunion / a common hour
people dining / drinking together / having coffee / teatime
talk in the kitchen / the break room
greeting cards / gifts / a text / a smile
such moments remind us
how much we mean to one another
we like companionship
sharing hopes / fears / successes / failures
celebrating each other’s joy
bearing one another’s sorrow
we long for friends time comes between
welcome newborns / grieve passings
look how strangers risk their lives
rescue people / stranded whales / drowning dogs / fallen baby birds
when we gather in crowds
there’s something in the air

we live in a highly complex society
depend on each other
each doing our part in the networks we belong
delivering food / water / sanitation / energy
healthcare / communication / entertainment
essential services fulfilling our needs
no matter our differences
deep down we all wish a better life for the children
a sustainable relationship with our planet
a woman-safe world
imagine from our troubled times
a trusting and loving humanity emerging
Earth and everyone cared for
revered the plants and animals —
who feed us with their lives
no other Garden you’d rather be
days nights in the paradise
yesterday said not possible
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3. this given
given the distance between what we’ve got
and how we’d like things to be —
we must be doing something wrong
ah there’s the rub
no one likes being wrong
we don’t easily doubt our moral systems
values both conscious and unconscious make up our identity
one doesn’t want to reject oneself
we have a psychological need to think of ourselves as good
believing and doing what we perceive as necessary
nor do we lightly accept responsibility for failure
we’d rather fault something or someone else
logical argument can’t talk us out of ideology
proofs / demonstration do not succeed
self-interested ignorance can captivate us
assumptions disempower
personal psychology impede
denial / repression block better judgment
we can be misinformed / misled
justifying the means to a perceived end
easily leads to manipulation of others
conflating fiction with fact / distortion / spin
media / noise / PR can sway
confusion reigns
mockery / cynicism can trope the discourse / diss the rose
see the bully as the winner
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no facile answer is going to dissolve
what keeps us apart from each other
obstructs the dream we share
our problems’ source runs deep

4. friendship
could we be friends
find ourselves
in some unexpected entanglement
slipped from causal chains
might pathways entwine
in some unnamed place
nestled with bone and feathered yesterdays
waiting in the tidemarks darkened sands
longer than a shoreline’s catch of sun
edge a breaking wave

could we be more than chance
a glance across the room
more than a passing moment’s in-between
might we share the ocean’s breath
the planet pulse become

5. because
no one can do for us
what we alone can do
there can be no substitute / no stand-in
no awaiting someone else
every promised age / savior / returning prophet
would still depend on our response
human freedom requires it
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love is like that

even if there could be some artificial intelligence
able to pause before the sacred
appreciate mystery
empathize with suffering
then turn to us
what more tell
than we already know
as for planetary migration
there’s not enough time
nowhere to run
what other place welcome
a life form fleeing home
for failure to answer their Mother Planet’s needs
search this night grown late
there can be no greater broke in need of fixing
no challenge more grand
mountain unclimbed
uncharted sea to sail
than this moment defining human dignity
determining the future of our species
plus many others interwoven with our own
be sure
transitioning from where we are
to where we want to be
isn’t going to be easy
risking one’s heart never is
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6. storytellers
we’re storytellers
we use story to make sense of our world
storytelling gets us out of bed in the morning
gives meaning to our labors / motivates our sacrifices
defines our goals / construes success
stories provide context
fit and keep the pieces together
we begin in childhood asking why
and for the most part never stop
the stories we tell describe and shape what we see true
as we deem new explanations better
we discard those out-grown

Maya Angelou

William Shakespeare

our own and others’ storytelling
enlarges or shrinks our world
stimulates or limits our imagination
what we believe we're capable of
we find the means to do
no one knows for certain what happens next
or after we die
how with these minds we’re here
how you are who you are
and not someone else
why that egg and that sperm
why any particular one of us exists at all
whatever differences there are between us
none separate too far
our stories can lead to tragedy
or enable a place / an in-between
neither space nor time nor death impinge
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7. what we know
more we don’t know than we do
yet we do know some things
we have real needs
oxygen / water / food / shelter
a narrow range of temperatures
plus mental sustenance: identity / security / stimulation
and love — who can forget

our survival depends on accurate information
that’s how we make correct decisions
why we value post-18th century reasoning
the need to question authority
attach integrity to the service of truth’s interests only
we insist on evidence / scholarship
we employ measurement
peer review each other’s work / reasoning / conclusions
we know things aren’t always what common sense tells us
the sun’s daily movement across the sky, for instance
we knew for a long time that the whole is greater than the sum of the parts
a living flower more than an assemblage of roots, petals, stamen, pistil...
that you cannot remove parts without disrupting the whole
we’ve come to understand
the whole is in some way present in each of the parts
we’ve also learned about complex systems
such as individual cells / bodies / persons / societies / nations
none remain forever in the same unchanging state
nested and woven together with countless neighboring systems
each growing / adapting / changing
results in changed conditions
solutions that once served a particular system eventually no longer suffice
systems inevitably reach a pathway’s end
at that point agents either mature / spiral upward / make a quantum leap
move to a new state
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or fail to make the transition
fall into chaos / collapse

8. what we need
adding unrestrained human population growth
on Earth a finite planet
to all our other problems
makes our calling clear

we need to develop a new responsibility
quickly
transition from our present situation
to a sustainable world
one all desire
noting from the outset
the sheer magnitude of the proposition
agreeing on what that paradise might look like
deciding on the best way to get there
and our chances for success
yes, it’s improbable
except not to try
dooms our children’s world

Part I I : The L arger S tor y
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9. Interlude I

imagine in this garden moment
the Universe could tell us who we are
show us how we might do what’s needed
our problems might appear differently
solutions unimagined emerge
were we to learn the answers
the wind carries
trees whisper
the hope and promise we might be
logic / reason would no doubt object
the Universe / matter / stars / plants — Nature
even animals
shouldn’t be portrayed like ourselves
anthropomorphized
things don’t have minds and talk like we do
we’ve learned to mistrust such thinking
in part for its similarities to the pre-scientific
a world prey to superstition / metaphysical speculation
subject to every possible imagining
our fate in someone else’s hands
enlightenment brought us beyond that
the age of reason left magic and such behind
our world is informed by notions of modern science
among its core concepts:
only physical entities comprise substance (that which exists)
all interaction must be explainable mechanistically
science met with great success adhering to these principles
it brought us the world we see around us
the conveniences of indoor plumbing
the comforts of applied electricity
the benefits of medicine
ever improving modes of transportation / communication
but left us in the lurch, too
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Nature reduced to measurement and numbers leaves us wanting meaning
because meaning requires choice
choosing this instead of that
only Subjectivity and Freedom can produce meaning
Subjectivity: as in awareness / mindfulness
the ability to choose / act independently
a Universe without mind to choose
closed within mechanistic chains of cause and effect
is meaning-less
given that our bodies and minds evolved from Nature
that we are children of the Universe
the one place we might learn about ourselves
(outside our own speculation)
where we could expect to find the pathways on which Life and we depend
discover meaning embedded in the choices that brought us here
that one place, the Universe
appears bereft if without Subjectivity / intentionality / purpose
we find ourselves without explanation for our mental life
in a world stripped of the spiritual / the sacred
lost in an odyssey steeped in drama slogging toward conflicting ideas of progress
our fate again cast outside ourselves — this time beholden to the laws of physics

perhaps we need to question our faith in strict physicalism
(the assumption that all of reality / matter / life / feeling / reason...
can be explained in terms of physical processes only)
suspend that for a moment
revisit the theory of panpsychism
(the idea that mind is a feature of all things
from the most fundamental physical entities to the most complex)
from this point of view
time and space are filled with being(s)
from sub-atomic through cellular — endowed with awareness
Nature infused with subjectivity / a spectrum of self-organizing skills / memory
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conceiving all things as having some kind of mentality
operative within relative horizons of possibility
plants / animals / cells / particles exercising degrees of Subjectivity and Freedom
such a perspective
would allow us to understand the branching pathways of evolution as representing choices
the bifurcations created and taken as commitments to perceived values
the laws we’ve discovered as solutions matter and life found to work
in this way retrieving meaning
attributing an interior / a psychic principle / mind to Nature
doesn’t mean that all use language / think / sense / or communicate like we do
it doesn’t displace science
many researchers already consider Nature to some degree conscious
when explaining life forms that have no neurons
yet who swim, find food, have sex
or when studying the observed labors of organelles within cells
or the capacity for organs to self-repair injured tissue
or when exploring the blur between mind and brain wave patterns
our world is likely replete with different kinds of awareness
nor does extending our understanding of Subjectivity prove or disprove God
we each can and will believe what we choose
about the existence or non-existence
transcendence or immanence / the meaning of Divine
recognizing Nature as Subject-centered, however
might transform our feelings
alter our relationship
lead from a desire to control
to an attitude informed by reverence
empathy and gratitude for those sacrificed to our activities
respect for the plants and animals who feed us with their lives
recognizing the Universe as a psychophysical unity might also make a difference
in how we understand ourselves
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because the Universe exists as an unbroken Whole
has no separable parts
(whatever exists is part of the Universe)
a Conscious Universe
a Personal Universe
would imply existence inextricable from a greater Self
each individual a micro-center
a living expression of and engagement with a cosmic Personal Presence
we know the stories we tell ourselves
shape our world / become our minutes / days
it would take some doing
to escape the accustomed categories
put aside the reality we take for granted — if even briefly
rethink our model of the Cosmos
for Nature to help us with the answers we need
for the Universe to tell us something about ourselves
how our experienced Personal Presence could have arisen
what informed the choices that led to matter / cells / multi-organed bodies
where we fit into the larger picture / how we belong
thereby pointing us toward sustainable values
providing ground for our moral and ethical judgments
we would need to give our knowledge second thought
without betraying the lines of reasoning that brought us here
translate the information science and scholarship deliver
into a new kind of meaningful

10. before the beginning

astronomers / physicists / microbiologists / paleontologists
scientists making sense of our world by studying the evidence
such as the abundance of helium in interstellar space
the omnipresent background radiation
the increasing speeds galaxies recede
records left in stone and kept in blood
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conclude our Universe began some 13.7 billion years ago
Life on earth nearly 10 billion years after that
most scientists marvel at the wonder
from its unique beginning
the exact magnitude of the forces that made possible its physical expansion
not so fast as to completely dissipate
nor so slow as to collapse back
to the beauty of the galaxies / our planet / the genius of every life form
it’s all just so —
improbable
some would explain how the mystery began
by proposing that an infinity of random parallel universes
some successful / some failed
must also exist right alongside this one
the narrative of a mindful Universe however
suggests a different story
that Substance exists
that there is this world
and as filled with wonder as it is
indicates conscious particles imagining / finding and choosing pathways
investing in meaning that proved to matter
beautiful / enduring
before the beginning
it’s all speculation
before time began: suggests the changeless
there’s not even a moment a first can follow
before space: rules out our concepts of dimension
height / depth / length — measure
when nothing yet matters
what can we know

11. the Universe from sharing
would there were a language
perhaps like art
with which we could talk with one of the many subatomic particles we’ve found
the quarks
quarks: the smallest constituents of matter
particle-waves / some physicists call them “strings”
form the neutrons and protons
that make up the nucleus of atoms
that reside at the heart of our physical world
as in two hydrogen atoms and one oxygen atom
equals H2O / one molecule of water
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were there such a language
we could ask the quarks
how to read what they did
be certain of the meaning their behavior seems to indicate
for at this time
our best understanding of the Universe
locates quarks at the ultimate ground of matter
giving rise to the beginning
a beginning that seems to have failed on the first attempt
for if our world started with the enormous heat and energy research suggests
the first try featured greatly unequal quarks
the Top quarks so out-mass / so overpower the Bottom quarks
their inequity prevents exchange
the Top quark rapidly decays
both fall back into chaos
nor does the Universe begin when a new set emerges
the so-called Strange quarks and their larger Charmed quark partners
although they are closer in size than the Top and Bottom quarks
it’s not enough for enduring relationship
their bonding also fails
it’s not until the nearly equal Up and Down quarks
sharing energy
exchanging the gluon particle among them
participating equally in the Field of the Strong Force
in sets of three
two Downs and one Up
two Ups and one Down
create relationship by way of constantly transforming
into one another’s color charge: red / green / blue

that the Universe emerges
as the first second of time is only passing
the quark trinities attract mass
stabilize as protons and neutrons
— Matter
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for the first 300,000 years
existence is one hot dense expanding plasma
an array of particles in a quantum entanglement
behaving as a single network across vast expanding distances
slowly as the enormous field cools
protons and neutrons
exercising self-organizing skills
make use of the excess energy from the quarks’ successful bonding
themselves combine
forming helium / deuterium / lithium nuclei
these proto-nuclei in turn draw in other particles
among them the free floating electrons
resulting in atoms
once the ambient photons are no longer colliding with the electrons
these, the light carrying particles, ripple out
creating an eternal afterglow
a sea of energy
about 200 million years after the beginning
clouds of gases encountering one another / come together
coalesce and coagulate into tiny pools of matter
forming clumps / growing with gravity
as the globular clusters pull tighter and tighter
they fuse / then light up / glow
stars!

12. the dark
no small accomplishment
for humans to have found and studied the evidence
formulated laws representing the behavior of matter
reversed the story back to the beginning
learning something profound about the Universe
something which tells us about ourselves
that quarks sharing energy birthed the Universe
sharing made us possible
yet we’re far from fathoming every mystery
take the speed of stars swirling at the outermost edges of galaxies
when studied in context with the laws of gravity
there’s not enough matter to hold them in place
they should fly apart — but don’t
scientists can only conclude
there’s something we’re not seeing
can’t measure with our instruments
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a different kind of matter
emitting no light / no wavelength we’re aware
by all calculations around 27% of the Universe consists of this mysterious
dark matter
holding everything together

equally puzzling
the increasing rate in the speeds galaxies are receding
instead of slowing down
the Universe is expanding ever faster
for the acceleration to make any sense
there’s got to be another form of energy
it’s estimated 68% of the Universe is a pushing outward
expansive kind of force / an anti-gravity
dark energy
then there’s the riddle of the ultimately small
and the maximally large
where classical physics and the laws of relativity
meet the unpredictability of quantum dynamics
the math / the logic of each no longer works
at this point the most promising solution
suggests we conceive the tiniest particle-waves as vibrating strings
and add six additional dimensions to the known four
perhaps some scientifically careful venture into panpsychism could help?

13. stars
billions of years after stars first appear
they’ve multiplied and fill the heavens
with lifetimes from tens of thousands
to thousands of millions of years
generations have come and gone
when stars die
they often expire with cosmic marvel
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burst into seas of photons / color the night with energy
ultraviolet, infrared, gamma and radio waves, neutrinos...
dying stars can turn billions of suns bright
outshine entire galaxies

Crab Nebula / supernova and remnants

tangled in their dying wakes
particles self-organize
protons / neutrons / electrons interact
compose and recompose themselves
exploring / discovering atomic configurations that work
forming innovative arrangements
new expressions of belonging
some atoms last only nanoseconds
others endure for minutes, or hundreds / thousands / billions of years
those relationships that hold together long enough for us to identify
we call elements
such as oxygen, platinum, carbon, gold, uranium…
so far we know of 118
among the more stable elements
many express a propensity to link with others
by sharing or exchanging electrons in their outermost shells
creating multi-atomed molecular relationships
pairs of the same atoms / compounds of diverse atoms
strings / chains / monomers / polymers
each time the whole becoming greater than the sum of the parts
each part always inextricable from the larger whole
stars leave more behind than the dust from which they rose
with each successive generation
interstellar space grows more fertile
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14. the solar system
our own star’s story
begins around 4.6 billion years ago
in a star-forming region of the heavens
a nearby supernova stirs an interstellar cloud
changing its internal pressures / condensing vapors
undoing its delicate balance
the cloud starts to coalesce

as particles draw closer their individual momentums mesh
leading the solar nebula to swirl faster
like a ballerina bringing in her arms
as the rate of spinning increases
particles / dust fall inward
eventually the turbulence leads to a disk-like shape
for a million years
the dust and ice particles spin / collide
then begin sticking together / building up eddies of matter
boulders aggregate
hydrogen atoms drawn to the center of the swirling
come in contact with each other
and under pressure
fuse / develop into a burning core
our sun is born
generating enormous temperatures and wind
incubating the material capable of withstanding the heat
sweeping away all that can’t
Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars take shape
farther out where temperatures are cooler
solar winds less intense
planets build up from lighter elements and chunks of ice
the gas giants Jupiter and Saturn grow
gradually the planets turn spherical
affect each others motions
moons gravitate into orbits
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15. Gaia
according to records we read in zircons
Earth begins around 4.5 billion years ago
as a molten ball of fire
volcanoes erupting
meteors / comets raining down

dense iron meteorites sinking deep
produce a metallic core
and with Earth’s slow spinning
create a magnetic field
shielding the embryonic planet from the solar winds
permitting a fragile atmosphere to develop
then the unexpected
a small wandering planet collides
tearing Earth’s mantle
both quickly recover
the wanderer becomes the moon
meanwhile Earth continues to cool
not too close to the Sun / just far enough away
land slowly begins forming along the molten surface as
semi-solid pieces slip beneath warmer upper layers
again and again / building / thickening
until lava islands appear
shaping and reshaping themselves
ultimately becoming interlocking tectonic plates

16. Life from giving
Earth’s atmosphere gradually stabilizes
falling stars now more often vaporize
mix with her simmering
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once the quasi-continents appear water
vapor from volcanoes condenses
falls as rain / collects in ponds, lakes, seas

Gaia turns watery womb
steeping with organic compounds
amino acids / phospholipids / carbohydrates
carbon composites with atoms intelligently arranged
gathered from strands of smaller molecular subunits interstellar clouds produced
meteorites, comets and stardust delivered
within this primordial soup
some of the more complex macro-molecules, called “long chain polymers”
elaborating on earlier pathways
the sharing by the quarks that created relationship
the coming together of neutrons, protons and electrons to form atoms
the exchange and sharing of electrons producing compounds
develop the ability to recognize and acknowledge one another
begin playfully passing molecules back and forth with each other
it’s a specialized skill however
not all polymers can participate
a chain has to possess the requisite molecules
(the essential information strings)
in order to carry out the little trick
in response
the playful polymers start providing the missing pieces to those in need
giving
this could have started deep in oceanic volcanic vents
along shorelines, riverbeds, in riplets of clay
in protective bubbles...
but wherever it began
this choosing to act for the benefit of another changes everything
the dynamic creates a bifurcation
opens a whole new pathway
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when the long chain polymers begin passing the requisite molecules to others
so that the others can participate / become active
they’re performing primitive acts of metabolism
the key to Life
unpredictably — the recipients reciprocate
replicate the behavior of those doing the giving
the activity cascades
matter makes a quantum leap

with the giving of information
the passing of energy from one to another
networks come alive
self-similar to the first great phase transition
brought about by the sharing of energy by Up and Down quarks
at the beginning of the Universe
the altruistic polymers create a second planetary scale phase transition
by giving / helping others
they move existence from the chemical realm into the biological sphere
widening / deepening the horizon of Being
creating an in-between unknown before
the Garden gate opens
Life!

17. eating
with the appearance of microbial living creatures
Earth undergoes a profound transformation
molecules begin tapping into a dimension greater than the atomic
free floating strings readily merge with longer chains
choose belonging
creating ever more complex communities
proto-organisms are soon linking up with diverse segments
representing distinct information sets / behavior repertoires / skills
exploring possibilities of diverse relationships
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varieties of play and helpfulness multiply
new forms of cooperation take hold
at the outset
the waters are rich with unattached macromolecules
an abundance floating about
easily providing for the needs of this new phase of existence
but without being replenished
unattached pieces gradually become less available
the situation progressively turns critical

by this time the polymers have significantly elaborated on basic metabolism
but the end of this promising pathway appears imminent
for without the required segments / information / food / energy — Life cannot go on
assuming that the Universe has Subjectivity
assuming free choice in the decisions leading to this point
the sharing quarks / the metabolism-inventing polymers
we wonder:
does this later generation of metabolizers somehow understand
what’s going on?
do they know they cannot surrender essential parts without dying?
and that to take the needed segments from another
denying life to that other
in order to sustain one’s own life
reverses the altruistic course that brought them here?
we may never know
how or if the solution was considered / felt / intuited
but we can see that the only way the metabolizers could remain consistent
preserve the continuity of who they are
where they came from
while taking the life of another to preserve their own
would require giving one’s own life in turn
such reciprocity would alone make the solution coherent
would they have been conscious of it?
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however the strategy develops and propagates
individuals make the passage into eating and becoming food for others
taking and inevitably giving back
allowing the larger collective living network to move beyond the crisis
a strange and complex solution:
for Life to go on — by way of death
Nature appears — at least from this point forward
to have woven herself with internal conflict
for every animal and plant holds to existence
individuals are not going to give up their lives willingly
struggle for survival becoming the hallmark dimension of evolution
and later with the development of tooth and claw
bloody and violent
we don’t know how the bacteria came to their solution
nor what their descendants, the animals and plants, are now thinking
we do know that
historically, we’ve viewed this “competition” as evolution’s only dimension
interpreted it in terms of individuals eating one another
or battling over territories / mating
resolved by the stronger dominating
and that’s the end of it
even though we realize that it’s not always how such struggles resolve
and that cooperation can be as important for survival
from the point of view of a Subject-centered Universe
with each creature being part of the larger living Personal Network
a sacred responsibility would be implied in the act of eating
gratitude coming into the picture
in addition to the acceptance of being food for or serving others
as some human religions have recognized
but that’s getting ahead of ourselves
back 3 or more billion years ago to the scene when it all began —
there’s experimentation / adaptation
some bacteria devise ways to get the resources / the food they need without injuring
symbiotic parasites preserve the life of their host
prove themselves helpful, even indispensable

18. RNA and photosynthesis
as the early bacteria eat and are eaten
they exchange information / combine / complexify
evolving in form and function
one chain learns to specialize in enhancing the interactions
without being changed by them:
catalyzing
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RNA memorizes the sequences for various metabolic activities
then develops the skill to fold and stretch
embrace various shapes of strings
facilitating ever more elaborate organisms
in what may have been a random encounter
RNA discovers that including a particular membrane
produces micro-spheres / semi-porous envelopes
walls that can protect the essential activities and molecules within
while allowing needed food to enter from outside
the walled cells rapidly improve

RNA modifies its own structure
reinventing itself into the double helix form / DNA
this matured catalyst and pattern carrier
proves more stable and better at correcting mistakes
able to carry out more complicated processes
respond more quickly to in-coming information
conceive adaptations for ever-changing environments
interactions within and between cells become increasingly complex
when a group of cells learns to convert food into an energy packet
ATP
able to be stored for later use
capable of powering cellular activities
including the process producing the ATP itself
evolution again accelerates
one group creates a revolutionary solution for obtaining food
rather than eating others
they search out and start with the basic building blocks
synthesizing the needed molecules from renewable resources
sunlight, air and water
photosynthesis will eventually serve as the foundation for all of terrestrial life
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The Photosynthetic Process

Gaia is now about 1 billion years old
prokaryotic cells (cells without a nucleus) flourish
photosynthetic microbes blanket the seas
swarm the continents / cover mountainsides
astonishing varieties of color / form and content appear
cyanobacteria / a bluish-green microscopic organism
proves especially successful
the use of water in photosynthesis, however
produces the by-product of free oxygen
and when the iron that had been absorbing the oxygen becomes saturated
a surplus begins building up
oxygen accumulating in the higher atmosphere
interacts with the sun
transforms into an ozone layer — a good thing
for it begins to shield Earth from ultra violet radiation
lower down, however, a catastrophe is brewing
oxygen is lethal to almost all existent bacteria
masses are dying off / diversity shrinking
one of the greatest extinction events in the history of Earth is underway
Gaia’s fragile life in total peril
the living system at pathway’s end

19. sacrificing an identity
luckily for all of us
around 2 billion years ago
two unique groups of bacteria meet up
one skilled in mobility
with an innovative method of replication
likely an off-spring of an earlier symbiotic merger
between spirochetted tail-wiggling sulphur-heat lovers
and ancestors who had developed a kind of sexual reproduction
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the other an eccentric group
perhaps avoided by most of the bacterial forms
due to their dangerous habit of toying with the poisonous oxygen
but after millions of years the purple bacteria no longer die from it
they breathe it

Spirochetes meet Purple Oxygen Breathers

in their initial encounter these two groups may have perceived each other as food
but the purple bacteria may also have noted the spirochetes mobility
a power to find food
their own local resources were likely dwindling
and the spirochetes may have recognized that the purple bacteria
queer as their breathing oxygen might be
could save them from imminent death
although each may realize the value the other has to offer
they face seemingly insurmountable obstacles sharing those assets
since all life forms at the time are single-celled organisms
they do have properties in common
everything that makes them up floats freely within rigid cell walls
and both utilize a kind of looping / circular DNA
nevertheless
they each live a unique individual identity
however they manage to do it
when the spirochetes and purple oxygen breathers conclude their encounter
they’ve come together
somehow emerge a single creature
both effectively securing their future by sacrificing their past identity
how did they accomplish this amazing feat?
was it joyful? fun? a little scary?
certainly it was improbable
what they create
(now called the “eukaryote”)
represents a radically new kind of cell
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Eukaryotic Cells

one with an internal network
logically enfolding essential agents in an orderly cooperative system
everything organized around an innovative nucleus
a specialized repository for the DNA
the nucleated cells prove immensely successful
they begin to grow in size
reflecting both upgraded and additional skills
their method of metabolism (oxygen breathing)
yields more energy per food molecule
their DNA — now protected within nuclear walls
becomes linear and elongates
expanding its connective strands / optimizing its abilities
the eukaryotes develop meiosis (single cell reproduction)
DNA separating into the two halves of a dividing cell
and perfect mitosis (sexual reproduction)
which multiplies the opportunities for adaptation
enabling more rapid change in body form / catalyzing diversification
when the spirochetes and purple oxygen breathers
made their mutual sacrifice of a former identity
coming together to become someone new
they created the third great planetary scale phase transition
unpredictably and perhaps paradoxically
their solution will enable diverse groups of cells to retain their individual identities
while becoming integral agents of larger living organisms
multi-cellular organisms in turn
will lead to multi-organed Life forms
bodies with bones, skin, a heart, eyes, lungs, a digestive system...
increasingly complicated networks of cooperation
opening unexpected gateways of possibility
the future of Life on Earth
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20. multi-cellular life
immediately following the crossing of the nucleated threshold
the eukaryotes enter a quiet period
maybe solving problems associated with different cell groups linking up
learning how to live together / cooperate / share food and oxygen / reproduce
in time their efforts begin to appear
flotillas of microbes
sheets of light, gentle, soft-bodied tissues
coming in contact with differently structured types of cells
are sending and receiving signals with each other

merging yet retaining their identities —
coordinating their lives and growth
adapting their shapes and functions
developing specialized abilities / dividing labors
some time after however
evidence indicates that a great deep freeze occurs
ice covers vast portions of the planet
a condition not unprecedented
scientists refer to Earth’s condition about a billion and half years earlier
as a “snowball”
Earth will be subject to more ice ages
several causing catastrophic extinction events
given our model of the Universe
with attributes of both Consciousness and Matter
we might ask if we humans couldn’t some day help regulate Earth’s temperature
become her gardener
certainly we’ve started without understanding our potential
failing to take responsibility for our impact
we’ve decreased the likelihood of another ice age
but by causing global warming
that threatens another planetary disaster
but again, that’s getting ahead of ourselves
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back 600 million years ago
when mild climates return
sustaining rains begin to fall again
a warm moist environment re-cradles the simple multi-organed creatures
life has somehow survived
neither eukaryotes nor prokaryotes utterly lost
and there’ve been developments
mobile animals perceive light and shadow
when blue-green photosynthesizers combine
with several other cell types
plants develop
along the pathway to these successes
the eukaryotes solve a difficult problem
they’d inherited an exceedingly long life span
their prokaryotic ancestors live forever
well, not exactly — they can starve
die of thirst / get crushed or eaten
so probably none ever did live forever
nonetheless their longevity / just living on and on
severely restricted the rate at which adaptations could occur
the eukaryotes’ solution
unthinkable to separate self-interest
yet imaginable to Mind now carrying the imperative of service
of being food for others
expanding on the choices — the now established pathways / deep threads
that made the Universe and then Life possible
the reciprocity of the quarks
the giving of the long chain polymers
the identity sacrifice by ancestral spirochetes and purple oxygen breathers
the eukaryotes choose to forego individual immortality
program aging and death into their DNA
we would not be here if they hadn’t
the strategy proves profoundly successful
in addition to accelerating adaptations and evolution
it also limits the longevity of genetic error
increases the opportunity for innovations
guarantees resources for the new off-spring
and in a distant future
cells dying so that others can take their place
will make possible embryonic and fetal growth
later still —
complex nervous systems such as our own
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21. the cambrian radiation
fossils dating back about 540 million years ago
show evidence of diverse cell groups each retaining their unique identity
while living together as unified organisms
as these multi-celled in turn respond to cues in their environment
cooperatively re-configuring and re-building their structures
unprecedented forms develop
Life blooms

when cells specializing in making use of calcium merge with others
hard body parts appear
adaptations cascade
the seas host an array of tiny creatures
corals and marine organisms with spines
lamprey-like fish without jaws
anthropods
animals with an external skeleton
jointed legs, segmented bodies
ancestors of the insects
and from them come the ingenious trilobites, sea scorpions, tiny eel conodonts...
novel plants, fungi and some anthropods make their way onto land
as the forms of the living rapidly change
one reality doesn’t
everyone wants to live / everyone needs to eat
and only plants make their own food
everyone else feeds on others
in the struggle to survive, it’s the stronger, often the more competitive and aggressive
but also the fast, the intelligent and the most capable of cooperation
who will thrive
even as they will in turn feed others
or serve the needs of the larger living network in some other way
the clever create niches in their ecosystem
constantly climb peaks of fitness
in response to their changing environment
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successfully weaving themselves into the interdependent expanding webs of life
when predators invent teeth
prey respond with strategies to escape them
worm-like creatures burrow
others develop protective shells, plates, spikes
meanwhile, in the shallows along shorelines
and farther out in the warm seas
new kinds of fishes appear
plants, too are diversifying and evolving / creating and choosing options
making adaptations within their horizon of possibility
around 470 million years ago the first land plants appear

22. body changing destiny
around 370 million years ago
the first tetrapods (four-limbed vertebrate) walk out onto the land
amphibians —
many have both gills and lungs
able to breathe the air within and outside an aquatic environment
yet they prefer and stay close to the shore
continue to lay their eggs in the water

with the development of waterproof skin and shelled eggs
reptiles evolve from the amphibians
they’re initially quite small and lizard-like in appearance
in time diverging into two pathways
one will give rise to mammals
the other become the ancestors of crocodilians, dinosaurs, birds
and probably turtles
as well as lizards, snakes
by 320 million years ago
tall treed forests cover the land
beneath their branches — ferns
and beneath the ferns —
early spiders, ticks...
wingless insects, centipedes, scorpions…
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about 200 million years ago
as Pangaea begins to break apart
giving rise to the continents as we know them
Earth, warm and hospitable, hosts lush vegetation
ginkgo trees, palm-like Cycads, conifers, ferns…
and the dinosaurs roam

less affected by the last catastrophe
they expand / diversify / enlarge
some reaching incredible size
most are herbivores
but an abundance of carnivores feed on the vegetarians
from one group the earliest birds begin to evolve
at this same time plants invent flowering
their innovative and stunningly beautiful means of reproduction
then, about 66 million years ago
an asteroid collides with the planet
shock waves rock the globe
triggering earthquakes, volcanic eruptions
as super-heated dust, particles and ash fall back down
incandescent rains ignite wildfires
followed by months of darkness
the effects are catastrophic
the dinosaurs, already under stress, go extinct
along with families of mollusks and marine plankton
terrestrial plants and insects all suffer
nearly 50% of species disappear

23. the age of mammals
about a million years later
Gaia again regains her balance
birds / the only surviving descendants of the dinosaurs
fill the air with chirping, song and call
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the possibilities of the matured DNA
lead to a living transformation of the planet
mammals diversify
mammoths, mastodons bear and bison
wolves, beavers, raccoons, rabbits, shrews, porcupine...

herds of grazing animals appear
horses, sheep, cattle, rhinoceros, deer
large carnivores such as sabertooth cats also evolve
more and more effective cooperation within species, even across species
to find and obtain food / care for young / warn of predators, etc.
the moderated climate encourages life in the waters
some mammals take to the seas
become whales, dolphins, porpoises, sea lions...
meanwhile in the fresh water rivers and lakes
perch, trout and bass

24. primates / hominids / homo sapiens
about 10 to 15 million years after the dinosaurs have disappeared
the first primate-like creatures emerge
looking something like present-day lemurs
long-tailed squirrelish, social, smart and communicative
and like all mammals, nurse their young
one group finds an ecological niche
by adapting their hands
thumbs opposite the digits allow for the handling of objects
nails rather than claws improve the grasp
their tree climbing skills lead to a flowering of various primates
by about 30 million years ago monkeys appear
some 5 million years later
foregoing tails and excelling in strength
apes diversify from monkeys
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after at least another 15 million years
(continuing in the branching pattern of evolution —
not a linear replacement of ancestors)
the apes diverge into two lines
one will lead to gorillas
the other to humans, chimpanzees and bonobos
some time later, Earth undergoes a climate change
turns cooler and drier
forests shrink / grasslands spread
impacting the tree-dwelling primates
scholars studying the fossil bones of this period
suggest that a transition takes place in response to these changes
our ancestors start climbing down from the trees
begin walking upright

by about 3 million years ago
the human line has clearly split from the ape line
homo erectus flourishes in Africa
Lucy walks upright
hominids are soon making tools
living together in small groups
gathering plants and fishing
hunting or scavenging animals already killed
some begin migrating toward Asia
entering Europe around 1.5 million years ago
they now have a brain near the size of the modern human brain
yet it takes another million years before there’s evidence befriending fire
by 100,000 years ago we’re burying our dead
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25. civilization
around 16,500 years ago
the first humans cross the Bering Land Bridge
making their way toward what will become the Americas
some who make the crossing will develop cultures deeply reverent of Nature
and highly value community with each other
could this mean we’ve not yet developed cultures of separation when they cross?
during the same period
humans are creating unprecedented forms of art
beautiful cave wall paintings, jewelry, decorative beads, stone work, antler carving
statuettes of women / goddess figures?
might these early sculptures suggest a positive attitude toward women?
a religious intention?
by about 12,000 years ago
we’re using bows and arrows, traps, snares, nets
making pottery, weaving baskets
some groups are caring for land and animals
communities growing
by 5000 years ago
cities have appeared
rivers and river valleys cradle these early civilizations

we have systems of letters and writing
calendars for crop planting
we’re navigating by the stars, moon, and sun
making tools from metals
but human groups scattered throughout the globe
choose behavioral pathways like those that will become our own
individuals accumulating surpluses beyond their need
taking more without giving back or sharing
social and political hierarchies / privilege / slavery
violence normalized within societies
clashes with neighboring groups
might makes right
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something has gone wrong
terribly wrong

Part I II: Our Short S tor y
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26. preface
some might argue that nothing has gone “wrong”
a reading of Life that reduces evolution to a competition
where survival of the fittest means the strong take from the weak
the social and economic inequality / violence / wars and poverty
only “natural”
so that, if our pathway ends in tragedy —
it’s not because of errant choices we made or are making
but rather the unavoidable result of “human nature”
many people believe this without realizing that it’s an expression of determinism
that is, the belief that everything / all phenomena
including our every thought and action
was caused by the state immediately preceding it
and all that will happen in the next moment is only the inevitable effect of this one
any freedom / choice that might seem to play a part — only an illusion
it’s all been determined in advance
nothing you can do about it
many scientists quite consciously embrace determinism
because, theoretically: if all the laws, conditions and data were known —
you would have the power to predict everything that will ever happen
a position based on viewing the Universe as purely physical
made of mindless electrons / atoms / cells
all governed by necessity: obedience to discovered laws
if we understand that which exists as having attributes of both mind and matter, however
we reach a very different conclusion about the Universe / Nature
and subsequently ourselves
in a panpsychic world
chance, the random are not simply events with unknown mechanical causes
nor are they as Darwin proposed the sole driving force of evolution
in Part II we suggested that choices made within relative horizons of possibility
created the pathways taken from the beginning of the Universe
to the appearance of civilization
scientists no longer unanimously reject panpsychism in favor of deterministic models
nor do all think self-serving aggression and inequality the only “natural”
academic study progresses by questioning established interpretations
making new discoveries
rethinking existing evidence
recent work in primatology, for instance, has challenged older thinking
observing that in all primate species —
cooperative and harmony-promoting behaviors outnumber the aggressive
in a group’s “activity budget”
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and microbiologists studying our own bodies’ organelles
naming the tiny intra-cellular creatures identifying
their specialized tasks
find all laboring for the good of the whole

cooperation and altruism written into their genes
written into our genes
although some social scientists still make hierarchy (stratification)
integral to their definition of “civilization”
others have come to recognize how previous definitions have carried value judgments
and now prefer alternative approaches to the concept of civilization
identifying types of human community by their specific features
enumerating characteristics
history documents the choices we as a species have made
the pathways we’ve taken
all the way to the pathway’s end we’ve reached
the motivations that informed those choices
is the principle piece of our story that we need to understand

27. ancient history
our ancestors did not view the world in the same way we do
the Universe for them may not have been an object / a thing
they would have given their world very different meaning
— before and after the threshold of our particular kind of society
in all probability living very differently than we’ve projected onto them
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although there’s no clear archeological evidence
not so far at least
of egalitarian early human societies loving / nurturing all of Being
we do know of several such cultural traditions existing today
some North American indigenous peoples / Tribal Nations
who see us and all of Nature as one sacred family
the Moken people, Austronesian sea-nomads, who care little for material wealth
for whom, “the ocean is our universe.”
the Mbendjele, forest dwellers of the Congo, who say:
“We love the forest as we love our own bodies.”
we also have the intriguing writings of the Ancient Greek geographer Agatharchides
describing a group of African people
who “unlike the Greeks,” have “no desire for power”
live “free from greed and envy”
is this a society he’s actually seen?
or does he intend these comments less as geographical observations
than as a critique of those “sailing the seas for the sake of gain”
that is — his own people
In any case, Ancient Greek culture more closely resembles our own
their definitions of masculinity still seem to inform ours
“Spartans,” for instance, synonymous with tough manliness
we will start with the Greeks
since their cultural tradition informs the dominant pathway humanity has taken
the Ancient Greeks fought among themselves for centuries
until the king they called “Alexander the Great” forcibly united them

after consolidating the peninsula, Alexander extended the Greek empire
annexing Egypt, Asia Minor, Syria, Persia, even entering the Indian subcontinent
sacking and burning cities
massacring able-bodied males
capturing the women and children as slaves
pillaging everything of value
not that the Ancient Greeks invented this kind of behavior
some of humanity’s earliest known deciphered writings
refer to military service and slavery as established institutions
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this raises the question:
how did such violence and powering over others originally spread
was it that we either joined in
or were eliminated by it?
and thus became unwilling enlistees?
or did we like Alexander’s tutor, Aristotle, think the pathway perfectly acceptable
Aristotle felt certain that the world is immediately knowable
and that knowledge consists of organizing and categorizing what one sees
he equated truth with the reality existing all around him
a reality that included slavery / misogyny / militarism
concluding that slaves are born to be enslaved / women to be subordinated, etc.
his writings laid the foundation for Western thought
sidelining his teacher, Plato, who advocated a seemingly more progressive view
of truth as an on-going discovery / a coming out of the cave
with reality like shadows cast on the walls
Plato’s recommendation, “know thyself.”
to their credit the Greeks add to and develop
the bodies of knowledge they appropriate from the conquered
geometry, art, philosophy, astronomy, medicine...
and most significantly — they create the world’s first known democracy

In 146 BC the Romans conquer the Greeks
importing the culture
making it their own and contributing to it
developing networks of communication and administration
codifying such practices as the right of unlimited private property accumulation
the Romans subjugate the known world
plundering rich booty from Cleopatra’s Egypt
gold from the Celtic tribes of Gaul
eventually controlling Egypt and Mesopotamia
all the lands surrounding the Mediterranean
all of what will be France, parts of Britain, Germany
ruling over 50 to 70 million people
warring / enslaving / crucifying
watching lions eat people / or gladiators slash each other to shreds for entertainment
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it’s abundantly clear at this stage in our story
western civilization is producing a human identity
submerged beneath an “us” and a “them”
other’s sufferings are not our own
another’s misfortune not our responsibility
resulting in brutal patterns of behavior / might makes right
yet these times also have their purple oxygen breathers
such as the young preacher in one of Rome’s colonies
calling us to “love one another” — even our enemies
replace the old “eye for an eye” with “turn the other cheek”
telling the wealthy man to “sell all you have and give the money to the poor”
urging us to feed the hungry / clothe the naked / shelter the homeless
the authorities quickly put this wave-maker to death
but people have found his message compelling
300 years later
not long after one emperor has thousands of Christ’s followers killed
another decrees Christianity the official state religion
ancient Rome leaves Western Civilization richer in architecture
sculpture, mosaics, writings
takes civil engineering to levels never seen before
bridges, aqueducts, paved roads
makes Latin a shared language across 2.5 million square miles of territory
provides a degree of stability
Roman rule lasts more than 10 centuries

28. feudalism
in 410 and again in 455
Germanic invaders sack Rome
for multiple reasons, the Empire collapses
as Roman control breaks down, warrior tribes invade with impunity
local armed men, too, pillage, seize territory
murder, rape, enslave
feudalism brings a small measure of order
deals are made exchanging dominion over land
the people living on it
and the right to collect dues in goods and services
for alliances in both offensive and defensive warring
those who work the land have little choice
even if they’re not slaves or serfs
they desperately need the protection of the castle walls / knights on horseback
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those atop the feudal hierarchies
arrive there and stay by exercising brute force more effectively than anyone else
but here and there a king does something more constructive as well
take Charlemagne
grandson of the military commander
credited with halting a European incursion by North Africans
Islamic invaders who were at the time enjoying a cultural Golden Age
gathering and developing all available knowledge
philosophy, astronomy, trigonometry, biology, medicine
preserving the writings of Ancient Greece and Rome
while education in Europe was in steep decline
By 771 when Charlemagne becomes king
it’s hard to find literate people to serve as his court scribes
he himself can’t write / perhaps can’t read either
but he can bring scholars to his court
decree that schools be established
all the while expanding his realm through warfare
converting conquered people to Christianity at sword point
and filling posts in the Church hierarchy
for during the centuries intervening since Christ proclaimed his message of love
people embedded in the dominant culture of separation (us and them)
have transformed Christianity itself
into a hierarchicalized institution

29. the church
the Medieval Church draws on Western Civilization’s troubled roots
from Pope and cardinals, on down through the priests
the institution preaches and practices the belief that Church and society
mirror God’s hierarchy of angels and saints in heaven
the social and political structures thus divinely ordained
those at the bottom easily believing that earthly life is a vale of tears
good only for trying to get to heaven
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wealthy families fill the upper ranks of the all male Church hierarchy
their supposed celibacy expressing distrust and hostility toward women and Nature

Popes wage wars like kings
become responsible for the deaths of some 1.7 million people
over two centuries of Crusades
slaughtering, sacking cities, pillaging
perpetrators believing all their sins forgiven merely for joining these “holy” wars
In 1096, crusaders murder an estimated 10,000 Jews
before leaving Europe to go kill Muslims in Jerusalem.
yet glimmers of the original
“love one another” / “turn the other cheek” message remain
the millennial “Peace and Truce of God” movement, for instance
makes churches violence-free zones
excommunicates marauding knights for burning peasant dwellings
and there’s also the occasional wealthy man
who gives away all material possessions as Jesus said to do
preaching that true Christians should live in poverty
they walk a fine line
Francis of Assisi gets away with the poverty point
by submission to the Church on all else
the Waldensians dare to question Church wealth / hierarchy / and teachings
they get burned alive as heretics
for by the 1100s
the once-persecuted religion
jealously guards the power to decide what Christians must believe
the Church establishes the Inquisition
an institution that will continue for centuries
torture and kill thousands for what they think, feel, say
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Inquisitioners will eventually threaten Galileo
for writing that the earth goes around the sun
force him to recant
by then Europe will have seen centuries of population growth
although most people still inhabit manorial lands
increasing numbers are moving into the cities
merchants and artisans
workers on the great cathedrals
students at the first universities
then the unpredictable
changing weather patterns / crop failures / famine
a great plague kills 40 to 50% of the European population in just four years
violence aimed at those blamed for the calamity exacerbates the situation
thousands of Jews are massacred
pilgrims and alleged witches murdered
all this accompanied by destruction and death wrought by the Hundred Years War
villages decimated, laborers scarce, people wandering the countryside
in some places the peasants revolt — even question the idea of hierarchy
before their movements are crushed
Europe’s population drops at least 60% by the mid-1400s

30. Renaissance
as Europe recovers
a remarkable cultural rebirth begins among the educated upper classes in Italy
renewed interest in Roman and Greek literature
turns the focus from metaphysical speculation and otherworldly religious themes
to the human / human capabilities / human genius
the beauty of our bodies / of Nature
enjoyment of life on Earth / the arts
new drawing and painting techniques take the eye into 3-dimensional space
use of scientific observation / mathematics
edges toward perfect representation of human bodies, faces
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David, by Michelangelo

Mona Lisa, by Leonardo da Vinci

the Church commissions great artworks
but finances them by selling forgiveness of sins
a product called “indulgences”
a corruption only matched by oligarch Popes and cardinals
indulging in lavish this-worldliness
feasting and sexual abuse of women and children
the Renaissance sobers as it spreads north
where a new phenomenon bursts onto the stage
in 1517, Martin Luther dramatically rejects Church doctrine on indulgences
questions papal authority / and won’t back down
he finds people ready to hear, as well as protect him
thus begins the Protestant Reformation
the newly available printing presses greatly accelerate its spread
a multiplicity of denominations emerge
a few are purple oxygen breather types who share their possessions
declaring themselves pacifists / “thou shalt not kill”
more generally the new Protestantism encourages believers to read / interpret the Bible
establish schools / spread literacy
create a “priesthood of the faithful”
energy at all levels of society brings forth a major cultural change
but Europe is not ready for pluralism
with the emergence of diverse religious belief comes terrible violence
Catholics vs. Protestants / Protestants vs. Catholics / Protestant against Protestant
Inquisitioners as well as commoners, kings and queens, aristocrats and officials...
torturing and killing people for what they believe, how they pray
full scale wars
driven by both religion and secular power struggles
with gunpowder now in the mix
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St. Bartholomew's Day Massacre / painting by Francois Dubois

the French Wars of Religion kill between 2 and 4 million people
including up to 10,000 abruptly murdered in the St Bartholomew’s Day massacre
during the Thirty Years War multiple countries fight it out in Germany
ultimately taking some 11 million lives / on and off the battlefield
religious wars intensify attacks against Jews
encourage the witch burning craze
unprovisioned armies devastate the countryside
take everything of value, burn homes, destroy farms, rape, murder
and spread disease
In England, religious differences further enflame a civil war
originally begun over the dispute of monarchical power
for Europe’s kings increasingly claim absolute power by “divine right”
spend lavishly to prove it
and continue their tradition of going to war
meanwhile, old rivalries intensify
as explorers discover and lay claims to new lands
some kings reap wealth by seizing territory
exploiting colonies
Peru’s gold and silver mines
Caribbean sugar and coffee plantations
as ruthless treatment kills off indigenous people in the New World
the African slave trade takes off
will boom through the 17th and 18th centuries
by the time this Trans-Atlantic commercial enterprise ends
at least 12 million human beings will have been packed onto slave ships
2 million will have died on the way to the Americas
another 5 million die in holding camps upon arrival
those who manage to stay alive then sold
subjected to brutal working conditions / whippings / mutilation
rape / sale of family members and more
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can hope glimmer through such horror?

a shining light will come from the enslaved Africans themselves / the survivors
many of whom will firmly hold onto their dignity
their own moral compass
independent of the oppressors’ hideous choices
harboring a clandestine counter culture
expanding notions of human integrity / family / community

31. micro shift
hope that Western Civilization can change
glimmers as fundamental beliefs about ourselves and world
encounter the Scientific Revolution and the Age of Reason
Copernicus’ assertion that the earth goes around the sun
affirmed and publicized by Galileo’s telescope
undercuts Aristotle’s view that what we see is simply what is
and that knowledge consists in commentary on inherited tradition
(slavery and such just part of the given reality)
cracking a central pillar of the Medieval mindset
in 1641, Descartes publishes his account of a groundbreaking thought process
seeking to rid the mind of false ideas
he searches for some reality he cannot doubt
a foundation for all of human knowing
but he finds the only thing he cannot doubt is that he himself is thinking (doubting)
“I think therefore I am”
and since perception is a kind of thinking (takes place in the mind)
Descartes concludes we can’t know for sure if a world actually exists outside our minds
a complete mind and matter split
Now what?
Spinoza answers with a different model of the Cosmos
the essence of Substance (that which exists), he explains, is to exist
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and he associates Substance with God
by definition without limit
and having infinite attributes
we know of two: thought and extension
that is, mind and matter

Benedict de Spinoza

mind and matter integrated
Nature Divine
Spinoza inspires a few radicals at odds with traditional culture
but mostly is shunned as a pantheist, even atheist
philosopher / mathematician Leibnitz weighs in with his model of “monads”
he suggests an infinity of substances
for Leibniz, every identifiable thing in the universe / every thought is a tiny monad
a multiplicity that could only be integrated by a divinely pre-established harmony
he thereby concludes that this must be “the best of all possible worlds”
an assertion that Voltaire will thoroughly demolish with the tale of his protagonist
the childlike Candide:
witness to the Seven Years War, the Inquisition...
the cruel treatment of African slaves and indigenous people in the New World...
best of all possible worlds?
Voltaire’s comic genius proves a powerful tool
in the emergence of an unprecedented cultural struggle
a new Movement for religious toleration
humane values, real knowledge, reasoning applied to everything

32. enlightenment
the Enlightenment questions traditional religion and authority
puts faith in human goodness / in Reason / in the new scientific thinking
Newton’s laws of motion and gravitation
John Locke’s empiricism and natural rights
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Rousseau even dares point out that private property lacks a valid basis
“the fruits of the earth are for everyone, the earth belongs to no one”
other Enlightenment writers don’t go quite that far
but they do show audacity
their work is forbidden
Voltaire gets beaten up by an aristocrat’s thugs
twice does time in the Bastille prison
Diderot, too, is imprisoned
Enlightenment writings are published by Dutch and Swiss sympathizers
smuggled around Europe
all of which only makes the new ideas more attractive
even to aristocrats as they slowly begin to recognize
that you can’t run a society well with all privilege concentrated at the top
and everyone else left uneducated, unable to contribute
reading becomes fashionable
literacy wider spread
coffee houses, study clubs, salons provide places for discussion
every point must prove itself
none gains by appealing to authority
the moment summed up by Kant’s, “Dare to Know.”

Eighteenth Century Parisienne Salon

the Enlightenment represents a momentous shift in values
although it initially doesn’t reach far enough
it doesn’t stop the slave trade
and racism worsens as those who believe in slavery now feel they must try to justify
the unjustifiable
nonetheless the Enlightenment helps make human rights thinkable
laying democracy’s groundwork
“Man is born free,” writes Rousseau, “yet is everywhere in chains!”
before the end of the century
revolutions in the Americas, in France and elsewhere
will try to break free
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Try…
Enlightenment-inspired founders of the United States
declare all men created equal
endowed with inalienable rights
among them: “Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.”

Signing of the United States Constitution

but the government they create
allows slavery to continue in the U.S. until 1865
supports genocidal tactics against Native Americans into the 20th century
gives only propertied men the right to vote until 1870
excludes women voters until 1920
fails to protect African Americans’ voting rights until 1965
and remains more an oligarchy than a true democracy
into the 21st century
Try…
In France
it will take four Revolutions to establish a stable, if limited, democracy
after high hopes and stunning moments
the people taking down the Bastille
aristocrats promising to give up their feudal privileges
France’s first attempt will careen through counter-revolution and the Reign of Terror
followed by a military dictator’s Roman-styled Empire
the people actually voting to let Napoleon take away their rights and freedoms
his wars of conquest take 4 million lives
ending with the forcible restoration of the monarchy by foreign powers
then comes backlash
even against Enlightenment
Europe’s monarchs try to stamp out the questioning
restore the old traditions
want no more revolutions — ever
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33. something’s missing
Romanticism dances both for and against the progressive —
it rejects Reason, even science, as unfeeling
unable to comprehend love, wonder, beauty, appreciate mystery
it looks back longingly romanticizing Medieval times / traditional religion
yet embraces the nationalism Revolutions have awakened
celebrates Nature and the heroics of the Great Man
it advocates an open Universe
not determined or predictable from the beginning
insists on human freedom and moral responsibility
imagines utopian possibilities
meanwhile laissez-faire industrialization is making an ugly start
innovative techniques in mining, smelting iron, textile manufacturing
the appearance of steam engines, railroads, machines
but with no regulations / no labor laws
wrecking havoc on the environment

mills and factories proliferate death, injury, disease
14 hour workdays / 6 day work weeks
child labor ubiquitous and cruel
cities overcrowded / fouled with industrial and human waste
even those profiting can’t bear the stench
some feel a moral discomfort, too
Charles Dickens vividly describes the poverty / slums
Emile Zola shows what life was like for mineworkers
Karl Marx calls workers to unite / throw off their chains
workers do organize / carry out strikes / riot
pay a high cost in beatings / lost lives
alongside merciless violence
the ruling classes try calculated concessions
small beginnings of regulation / improved urban conditions
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plus concerted efforts to manipulate
to control education and entertainment
transforming old spontaneous rural games into uniformed teams and leagues
owned and overseen
teaching team spirit / forging disciplined workers
institutionalizing us-against-them
masculinity / sportsmanship / nationalism
training for war
and war it will be

34. the twentieth century
driven by industrialists’ pressing need for more resources / raw materials
and by political strategies fanning flames of nationalism
European nations compete in global territorial grabs
lock themselves into a mad scramble for wealth / imperial glory
after carving up the Americas, pushing into Asia
turn to what Belgium’s King Leopold calls “that magnificent African Cake”
oil, rubber, metals, diamonds and more
the taking easy with modern machine guns and artillery on one side
spears, swords, outdated guns on the other
one battle’s toll: 47 British killed / 10,000 Sudanese
back home, developing technologies bring progress
gas lights and steam are replaced by electricity and internal combustion engines
soon it’s automobiles, trucks, telephones, radio, film
but innovations also pave the way to a worse horror
heads of state / war ministers embrace military modernization
almost every scientific advance is pressed into the service of militarism
new armaments / equipment / mass armies
all poised for the least provocation

welcomed enthusiastically by people across Europe
World War I costs the lives of some 11 million soldiers
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generals / strategists deploy chemical weapons
send men with rifles charging out of trenches
to be mowed down by machine gun fire
then a flu epidemic decimates armies / prisoners of war
areas of Europe totally destroyed
civilian casualties perhaps 7 million
shattered, too,
Enlightenment faith that reason and science necessarily lead to progress
the “peace” treaty ending the war
blames only Germany / exacts vengeance
sows the seeds for the next conflagration
postwar Europe faces shaky economies
weak governments and social strife
Socialists, Communists and labor unions organize strikes
demanding a living wage / decent working conditions
the eight-hour work day
such bold demands
plus the Bolshevik revolution carried out during the war
frighten the comfortable classes
in the U.S.
a Red Scare curbs free speech / attacks unions unapologetic
racism drives a resurgence of the Ku Klux Klan
anti-black riots result in mass killings in East St. Louis, Tulsa
dozens more cities
in Italy
Mussolini pushes his way to power

Benito Mussolini
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rejected by Socialists for his pro-war stance,
he abandons the left / moves to the right
a right more extreme than the old conservatism opposed to change
a modern right
he plays on fears of workers’ movements
employs hate-talk and promises to restore Roman greatness
squads of “fascist” thugs beat up Socialists and Communists
by 1922, Mussolini takes over Italy as dictator
he coins the term, “totalitarian” to name his rule
a cult of personality
hyper-masculinity / anti-feminist / absolute tyranny
his success encourages others of Europe’s far right to take action
like the Beer Hall Putsch that lands Hitler in jail
where preferential treatment permits dictating his book
within a few years, he’s running for president
talks German greatness to a people humiliated / hurting from the terms of their defeat
inflames and manipulates their anger / frustration
stirs deep-seated racial hatreds
employs age-old blaming tactics
first attacking Jews
then Communists / liberals / union leaders / gays / any hint of opposition
in 1929 when the top-heavy U.S. economy crashes
entangled European economies go down, too
mass unemployment / soup kitchens / bread lines
only the socialized Scandinavians weather the Great Depression well
Germany’s economy worsens
joblessness increases to 40%
using newly developed media
in addition to mass rallies / rantings / gangs of thugs / beatings
Hitler gets German voters
to give him enough power to enter the hallways of government
he takes total control by the end of 1933
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defying the terms of the treaty ending the “war to end all wars”
Hitler cuts unemployment by embarking on a massive military buildup
enlisting bankers / investors / industrialists / corporations
Ford, IBM, Standard Oil join the effort
Joseph Kennedy, Henry Ford, Fred Koch, Prescott Bush and other U.S. oligarchs
flirt and invest
while Hitler annexes Austria / invades Czechoslovakia / Poland
World War II will take more than 60 million lives
more than any previous war
killing a much larger proportion of civilians than ever
the relentless destruction of cities
the use of the nuclear bomb
and the horror of carefully calculated mass racial murder
6 million people — men, women and children — killed only for being Jews
roundups / holding facilities / death-camp trains / sadistic guards
the systematic processing / sorting / stripping / the gas chambers / the ovens
And yet in so evil a moment, we also see humanity’s best
those who dare resist throughout occupied Europe
even within Nazi Germany some people refuse to go along
Munich’s White Rose students, professors, supporters
denounce Hitler’s regime in graffiti and leaflets
boldly talk back to their interrogators
go undaunted to their deaths

Hans Scholl, Sophie Scholl and Christoph Probst / Members of the White Rose

the many known and unknown who risk their own lives to save Jews
whether by hiding / helping one person or a family or rescuing large numbers
like Swedish diplomat Raoul Wallenberg
German industrialist Oskar Schindler
British stockbroker Nicholas Winton
or the entire town in the mountains of occupied France
working together to harbor at least 1,000 children
heroes who will later insist they’ve only done what anyone would
but in fact, most people collaborate with the Nazis
to a greater or lesser extent
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Auschwitz, Hiroshima, Nanking / on and on
Western minds reel in the aftershock
soul search
was this an aberration? or the expression of our culture?
of who we are on some level?
what wrought the nightmare?
who’s responsible?
in a prisoner of war camp
young philosopher Jean-Paul Sartre formulates a strong answer
we humans, he will assert, are “condemned to be free”
we first “exist”
then we choose who we will be / what we will do / the world we create
making each of us fully responsible for that world
from within the French resistance
Albert Camus suggests that we each answer an “unfree world”
by “becoming so free” that our “very existence is a rebellion”
Simone de Beauvoir describes the process of being made “Other”
her focus the construction of Woman as a second sex
Philosophers writing literature that a worldwide audience loves
like Sartre’s short story, The Wall
where a captured resistance fighter must choose:
reveal his comrade’s hiding place or face the firing squad
he sends the police to what he’s sure is the wrong place
but where it turns out his friend had gone
Camus’ thoroughly unsubtle play, State of Siege
where a character identified as “the Plague”
has a “Secretary” who kills people by crossing-off their names in a notebook
takes over and terrorizes a village
getting everyone to collaborate
seemingly invincible until the power is broken
by just one individual willing to risk everything and take a stand
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Jean Paul Sartre

Simone de Beauvoir

Albert Camus

the existentialist message hits home
as people honestly try to make sure such atrocities never happen again
European nations take the first steps away from their old competition
toward eventual cooperation in the European Union
the Communists’ role in resistance movements during the war
brings them a burst of electoral success
less-damaged by the war
the U.S. gives massive aid toward post-war recovery
hoping to wield influence against Communism
the free election of idealists
who want wealth shared equally
isn’t all that worries anti-Communists at this moment
as World War II comes to an end
Stalin, the man at the top in the Soviet Union, is a totalitarian ruler
his domestic policies responsible for the killing of millions
but because of his military role and strategic positioning in the defeat of Hitler
Allied leaders let his army “liberate”
that is, take over, the Eastern European countries
Europe and soon much of the world becomes divided
the city of Berlin cut in two by a wall
meanwhile, a Communist Revolution in China results in another totalitarian regime
yes, totalitarians on the left, too
as people embedded in cultures of separate self-interest and competition
corrupt the new systems they create
the outcome — not the Communist ideal of equality but new hierarchies
men at the top taking more / enjoying luxury
while trying to force those below them to cooperate and share
trying with ever more force
since you can’t really make unwilling people share
for all its mix of reasons
the U.S. throws itself into fighting Communism
at home, it’s McCarthyism
“blacklisting” people / cutting into civil liberties
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although such strong-arm tactics soon give way to the seductions of consumerism
and the subtleties of social pressure
cars / appliances / TVs in every home
advertising and mass media emerge as powerful cultural tools
teaching conformity
celebrating the comforts of life under capitalism

abroad, it’s a “Cold War” of propaganda
Olympic competitions
but also covert operations / assassinations / coups d’état
and — most threatening of all — a nuclear arms race
the strategy of mutual assured destruction
as former colonies gain independence
— for Europeans can no longer afford empires
the two “superpowers” compete to align the new countries
France fights to retain its power over Algeria and Vietnam
can’t win
U.S. involvement in Vietnam’s war for independence
brings forth an Anti-War movement
at the same time a Civil Rights Movement
invigorated by returning World War II veterans
and a strong postwar sense of American ideals
meets with staunch resistance / violence / deep seated racism yet
ultimately achieves the Civil Rights and the Voting Rights Acts
these movements variously resonate with a generation in rebellion
against the tyranny of parents / rules / conformity
launching the worldwide youth movements of the Sixties
the young idealists don’t succeed in creating the new world
the Peace, Love and Freedom they envision
yet do bring about significant changes in cultures and societies
triggering the backlash called “the culture wars”
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35. the twenty-first century
backlash yes / but also this —
we learn that sincere change-seekers
can be unconsciously working against the very changes they seek
by not recognizing elements of the old traditions everyone carries within
sexism / racism / xenophobia / classism...
the culture of separation and all its modalities
developments in cultural analysis
create a trajectory that may help us go forward
Foucault points out how social control operates in microtheatres
school / workplace / family / social circles / even buildings
so we each work unaware at keeping the hierarchies and institutions in place
Saussure, Derrida, Kristeva, Barthes and others
show how our words have no necessary connection to any Referent outside language
how language doesn’t, indeed can’t, simply deliver the world to our minds
how sign systems mediate and therefore affect even what we perceive
how words, gestures, practices, games, even objects drag along multiple meanings
meanings we might not wish to mean
meanings that affect how we think and feel without our realizing it
Haraway articulates a concept of a narrative field
helping us envision how our narratives and culture operate
how change can happen
meanwhile, the sciences move ever closer to a new understanding of ourselves
beyond our mistaken perception of separation
physicists find matter behaving both as particle and wave
every particle inextricably entangled with every other
microbiologists trace Life back to our common chemical ancestors
study the intracellular cooperation of the organelles
ecologists explore connectedness
document the interdependence of species in our planet’s Life
various strands of complexity theory
document the behavior of complex dynamic systems
galaxies / planets / cells / life forms / civilizations / societies / economies
compiling data on how the actions of individual agents determine the success
or failure of entire systems
how a single act — the subtlety of a butterfly wiggling its wing
can meet with resonance / cascade upward through a whole system
change everything
create a phase transition
as we near the third decade of the 21st century
history makes clear that we did not stay on the path taken by our ancestors
the quarks, metabolizers and eukaryotes
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while the news makes clear we’ve reached the failing end of the one we chose
seem unable to agree
on the kinds of changes we need to move beyond this point
in the United States
members of the national and many state legislatures
protect and favor individual wealth over taking care of those who are in most need prioritize
the profit-making of corporations over education and environmental issues
fail to address global warming / climate change
and continue to believe that we can solve political differences with violence
even as nations arm themselves with nuclear weaponry
an electoral college originally established to protect the institution of slavery
elevates an individual to the presidency
who did not win the popular vote
openly expressed misogynist / racist / xenophobic attitudes
mocked the disabled
prefers his wishes / opinions over evidence
a champion of narcissism / power and money
who walks away from progress toward justice and human rights for all

The Pentagon

footprints on the moon / robots on Mars / smartphones in our hands
we’ve come far
we understand ourselves and Nature
in ways our ancestors could never have imagined
but we’ve set up our children for a future
no one would have wished
what’s up with that?

P a r t I V: W h a t ’ s U p W i t h T h a t ?
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36. Interlude II
to answer
what led us to down this path
we can now see ends in tragedy
why our long history of unnecessary suffering
we need to interrogate the unconscious beliefs underlying our choices
a task that also promises to uncover the conditions
for the world we all desire

language provided an essential ingredient for human evolution
when we acquired words / sign systems
we entered a new relationship with one another and the world
a relationship with its limitations, to be sure
but an enormously useful innovation
language enabled the development of culture and civilization
from campfire to cinema
ours is a storytelling existence
at the most fundamental level
identity —
an understanding of ourselves
produced by a constellation of verbalized and non-verbalized ideas
plays the pivotal role in our stories
it’s what gets us up in the morning
it’s the common thread running through our yesterdays and tomorrows
most importantly
identity / the narrative of who we are
determines our relations with one another
justifies our actions
informs our moral and ethical judgments
so we begin by interrogating identity
asking who is this “we”
who is the “I” doing the storytelling
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reflecting for a moment on the storyteller I am
we might construct a profile that would include (among other things):
my sex / gender / skin color / economic class / age
ancestry / nationality / religion / education / experience / travels
what I do and have done / where I live and have lived
likes and dislikes / jobs / plans and projects
family / friends / politics / dreams...
no matter how exhaustive the list I construct, however
the identity produced is not me
the ‘who-I-am’ that assembles the descriptions
remains outside the assemblage
the mind doing the thinking
isn’t located within the categories of knowledge it employs
the “who” I am escapes my stories
Consciousness comes before the thought, the words “I am...”

we can become aware that we are Conscious
that is, become self-conscious
but this experiencing of Consciousness is a secondary act
a being aware of being aware (which is not our common state of mind)
take for instance the activity of driving a car
no need to be telling ourselves, “I am aware that I am driving...”
yet, we perceive the curves / hills / traffic — to which we respond
our mind comes before any story we might tell about ourselves
any “I am...” is a construction
given that ‘who’ we are exists without a fixed narrative
a radical freedom resides at the root of our being
an openness to horizons virtually infinite
we bear a certain responsibility
an existential calling in the storytelling we do
for we use story to define the permissible
provide values for weighing behavior
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if we were to set no limits on our minds
believe anything / ignore evidence / avoid learning
were we to have no thread of logic
we would endanger ourselves and one another
physically and mentally
we each need and create story
an activity conscious or not
always on-going as we sort through emerging narratives
choosing which thoughts to pay attention to
which to give importance / repeat / act on
which to downplay / let pass / discard
what spin to give our perceptions
none of us does this alone
we grow up in homes / with family / in an environment
we live in a mass media world / we go to school / engage with others
culture comes to us in word / imagery / enactment / objects
architecture / play
teaching us what to foreground / what to leave behind
what to value / what discredit

childhood fantasies occupying our imaginations slowly give way
to imitation and performance we associate with older children and adults
we earn rewards by “correctly” choosing among meanings generated by our society
securing ourselves within ever larger shared realities
our own individuality emerges
as we acquire the ability to navigate the infinity available to our minds
choosing which narratives we will value / which discredit
and the subsequent actions these life choices suggest
although inseparable from the larger networks we pass through and belong
we each create a life story which we carry with us as we grow older
at its center a constructed identity we are constantly (if unconsciously) revisiting
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37. narrative fields
language provides the material with which we weave our stories
it both draws upon and points to meaning
narrative, whether public or private, transmits and creates values
it describes and produces behavior
leading to new or reinforcing established cultural performance
resulting in the appearance of our world
language enables our social networks
friends / relatives / co-citizens
it powers our systems of goods and services
underlies our institutions
provisions culture
the concept of a narrative field
models some of the ways language operates
permits us to picture our storytelling
portray how narratives might function concretely in our world

imagine every narrative / every discourse we generate
think, speak, write, read, act out,
everything published, broadcast, spoken
even subtly conveyed and implied
as a swirling neon line
and all the active lines brought together in a single field
giving rise to a dynamic interactive mapping
a complex pattern of pathways
these narrative lines themselves have no independent existence
they depend on us
we introduce narratives and keep them in the field
by choosing to activate them
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narratives we cease paying attention to
that prove undesirable — even if once believed
or lose their significance for other reasons
fade with their decreasing influence on us
irrelevant narratives fall from the field
though never entirely
lines of narrative we collectively reiterate, most often repeat
grow more definitive / distinct
inspire similar lines of discourse
giving rise to patterns
becoming basins of attraction
representing narratives we’re most drawn to
the dominant pattern in the narrative field denotes the Master Narrative
a pattern we can easily be unaware of
take for granted
because it feels so ever-present
a Master Narrative serves as an organizing principle
providing the logic for and legitimizing narratives of lesser reach
those minor narratives, in turn, elaborate and support the Master Narrative’s pattern
the Master Narrative powerfully affects our thinking / speech / decisions / actions
it informs our values
shapes our history
governs how we see our world
explains the pathway we’ve been on

38. our problematic Master Narrative
in our world, the ego identity is the Master Narrative
but it’s important to understand from the outset and to keep in mind
what’s meant and not meant here by the ego identity
the ego narrative does not refer to the individual sense of self we develop as babies
(when we come to recognize that everyone else is not an extension of our self
— their desires our desires)
the word ‘ego,’ as it is used here, does not mean the individuality we need and hold dear
nor is it simply about selfishness
what we mean by the ego identity / the ego narrative
is a view of the world based on separation
mistaken perceptions of separation
reinforced by culture
a particular self-versus-other dichotomy
that we learn as we grow up
an identity that reserves subject status for the self
reducing the other / the rest of the world to object
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language plays a preeminent role in this
because, as we mentioned in Part III
language can’t bring the world to us directly
it works by representing everything as an object
and delivering the not-self as object helps construct and reinforce the ego identity
add to that our limited field of perception
that we don’t see how inextricably entangled we actually are with one another
with Nature and the Universe
that we don’t directly experience the pain / the distress of others
the idea of a separate self and separate self-interest easily goes unquestioned
the ego narrative carries profound implications
subjects and objects are not equal
objects have no personal presence
we don’t enter into authentic dialogue with objects
no one has to care about how things feel
objects do not call to us / they have no claim on our responsibility
translating subject centers into objects creates conflict
all creatures (even ladybugs) recoil at being treated as thing
not given a choice
denied self-determination
just try moving, even feeding, that ladybug overwintering in your house
most importantly: denying others subjectivity permits unlimited cruelty
rape / murder / slavery / war
the Holocaust
the harm done by the ego narrative cannot be overstated
the more so because
when we turn attention to the self, language objectifies that, too,
reducing even our own personal presence to object status
submerging our possibility beneath particular notions of self
leading us to believe our value / worth / success
defined by what we own / have done / who we know / the car we drive
where we’ve been / live
language in combination with a narrative that has us seeing our selves as separate
rapidly escalates to comparison and competition
locking us into relationships constrained to being better than
positioning us at odds / over and against one another
leading to feelings of anxiety, insecurity, fear
in search of perceived power over others
the ego narrative generates oppositional dichotomies
modalities based on not-being / not-identifying with the other
consciously and unconsciously
normalizing a world of us and them
man vs. woman / white vs. "Other" / rich vs. poor / owner vs. employee
the paradigm of dominance and subordination
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the ego idea encourages us to identify with the dominant group
(even if we’re actually excluded)
to accept and embed with hierarchies
admiring those with higher rank
thinking ourselves better than those supposedly lower
we invest in symbols that indicate superiority
chain ourselves to expressions of privilege / advantage
family and class become an us — the rest of the world a them
this Master Narrative discourages our quarky inclination to give
we earn (or inherit) and keep wealth for ourselves far beyond our needs
while people go hungry / homeless
without jobs to support themselves

as an organizing principle the ego narrative has proven a dismal failure
it has us conflating individuality with the abstract idea of separate self-interest
denying our actual interconnectedness with one another
and our planet
for the ego narrative also casts Nature as an object
a thing to be probed / explored / exploited
it assumes the Universe a matrix of mechanical relationships
a highly ordered complex system of things
but, as far as the Master Narrative is concerned
the world outside human Consciousness is mindless
Earth without moral claim on our actions
not even our real home to some religions
the ego identity guarantees the perpetuation of conflict / oppression / poverty / war
ecological irresponsibility
the competition it fosters from workplace to neighborhood to the geopolitical
makes sure everyone knows something about alienation / anguish / fear
none of us have chosen this
but because we participate in a generalized cultural milieu
we each carry the underlying Master Narrative to some degree
whether unaware of its destructive tenets / celebrating / even defending them
or trying to outgrow / liberate ourselves from its mentality
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all of us may wish a better world
and none really desire to see others suffer
but culture works powerful effects
it operates on unconscious levels in each of us
even if we’re aware of the ego idea and trying to get free of it
we might find it difficult to let go of this or that modality

39. modalities of separation
cultures structured by the ego narrative
regularly program boys and men to a masculinity defined by power
from power gained by way of playground tussling for alpha status
to power later achieved vicariously in the winning-losing paradigm of sports

we see blatant examples of masculinity programing
in the production and popularization of hyper-violent movies and video games
normalizing mayhem / the power of destruction
glorifying militarism and war
such programming also takes place more subtly
when mass media presents men as the subject centers
and represents women as peripheral / the objects of desire
instilling the notion that men’s sexual pleasure is what women are for
the ego narrative eroticizes its dominance submission paradigm
mixing harm to women into encoding about sex
shaping how we think about gender and sexuality
influencing our self understanding
damaging our relationships with one another
some women see advantage in going along with it
yet despite male-centric storytelling
all women have a mind of their own / their own ideas / desires
they cannot be fully controlled
so power-dependent masculinity associates women with Nature
both threateningly uncontrollable
both untrustworthy
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we live in a world plagued with efforts to assert male supremacy
ranging from psychological bullying
to rape, incest, prostitution, domestic violence, acid attacks
female genital mutilation, child marriage...
in an ego culture
being a member of any social class except the ruling class
means you are beneath / lesser
an object to those with greater power
in order to feel some kind of self-esteem
those below may identify with the empowered class
through fantasies offered by the media
and / or the disempowered may cling to another narrative
one that European and American ruling classes have historically used for social control
the notion that Caucasian origin permits even those of low economic rank
to consider themselves better than people of other ethnic groups
the “Other” group may be African, Asian, Hispanic,
Native American, Middle Eastern…
in any case racism runs deeper than consciously felt and acknowledged hatred
it’s subtly pervades our systems / institutions / structures
beliefs embedded in language, images, TV cop shows
we take in such stereotypes from the culture mostly without realizing it
narratives that our cultures have carried since times of slavery and colonization
when those profiting from extreme inhumanity
sought to justify their morally unacceptable behavior
by dehumanizing / objectifying the Other
racist attitudes cause real harm
from the insensitivity of personal micro-aggressions
to discrimination, threats, killings, even genocide

we are not born this way
classism, sexism, racism, xenophobia are learned
we absorb these modalities from the ego culture
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although their expression and our response are charged with emotion
none of it really works to help us feel less like objects
our intense need for a sense of dignity remains unmet
none of it makes us happy
only leaves us endlessly unsatisfied
but we cling to these prejudices all the more
since it seems like there’s no other option
the ego narrative is garbed in normalcy
its pattern kept in constant view:
groups banding together against others
the winning-losing paradigm of sports and politics
the upper classes flaunting their advantage over the less fortunate
to the degree it is ubiquitous / visible everywhere
it becomes invisible / goes unquestioned
living in cultures of separation
we easily assume a separate self with separate self-interests
making the cause of our problems so difficult to see
hard to admit / harder to renounce
if even to save what’s most precious to us

40. call it democracy
all of us want to live
search for meaning / pursue happiness / feel secure
we want to know that we matter
we like getting ever closer to free
choosing our friends, recreations, careers
deciding for ourselves what to think, who to love
what goals pursue, where to live, travel
we live in an increasingly pluralistic world
enjoying each other’s friendship / culture / music / food
we aspire to maintaining a society
where everyone (including ourselves) has an equal chance
everyone assured of civil / human rights
we like to believe that our systems are fair
the way we’re doing things sustainable
and if our positioning permits, we can think that we already have all this
that what we’ve got is the best we can do
in reality we continue to maintain hierarchically structured societies
in the U.S.,
some 25% of individuals are born into families endowed with privilege
given special opportunities and advantage from childhood on
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at the very top of this ever more rigid social and economic class structure
a tiny ruling minority steadfastly refusing to embrace real democracy
an elite that maneuvered through the Age of Revolutions
clinging to its wealth and power over the majority
now backed by a somewhat larger privileged group unwilling to pay the price
for real equal opportunity for all
at the same time
others are born disadvantaged
few with the luck of upward mobility
most live their entire lives in poverty
in neighborhoods with inadequate school systems
with no influential connections; no possibilities for serious employment
little or no voice in decision-making
these truths self-evident: democracy requires equality if it’s to be real

many governments claim to practice democracy
but because the ego narrative dictates power over others
advocates unlimited property accumulation
most governments have not evolved beyond class-privileged systems
oligarchy: an elite group who rule in favor of their own self-interests
in many democratic societies media and information outlets are privately owned
book and newspaper publishers
television, radio, news networks...
and when owners’ private interests conflict with the interests of society at large
information becomes canalized / journalistic responsibility squelched
with the pressure just a phone call away
few reporters dare to risk losing their jobs
by using the words “global warming” and “climate change”
as catastrophic weather events become normal
many retreat from labeling a politician’s lie as a “lie” —
even when they know it’s a lie — for fear of appearing biased
telling themselves it’s objectivity
leaving their audience to find the truth
figure out how different spins work to affect a story’s meaning
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when the first elected African American president of the United States
met with unprecedented obstruction and vilification
how many news anchors pointed out the underlying racism in that?
or the importance of racism in the campaign that brought his successor to power?

41. it’s economics
not every society in human history has done things this way
some Native American groups have lived cooperatively with one another
everyone participating / sharing resources / food
each contributing to the common good
everyone’s needs being met

reverent in their regard for Nature
each individual engaged in a living and sacred relationship
with one another / with the animals the plants / with the Earth
in contrast —
the ego narrative has underwritten every economic system recorded in Western History
systems based on the idea that we are separate selves
each with separate self-interests
resulting in hierarchy / corruption / deprivation / ecological destruction
capitalism has no corner on this
but capitalism is the economic system dominating our world right now
free-market capitalism conflates doing good with getting back more than you put in
and keeping it for yourself
capitalist culture glorifies taking as much as you can get
normalizes business decisions overriding personal responsibility
permits despotism / personal suffering in the workplace
struggles to make ends meet at home
capitalism rewards with security, comforts, luxury, respect
punishes by withholding basic human needs
motivates with symbols of power / applause for success in the game
for those above, life becomes a race for the top of the forbes 500
or winning in some smaller fishpond competition
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because nothing must interfere with making a profit
or the business will lose value, even go bankrupt
capitalism brings with it systemic problems
from callous exploitation of human labor
shoddy products / planned obsolescence
to obstruction of efforts to solve pressing issues
a carcinogenic food supply
oceanic degradation / deforestation
poverty / war / climate change

growing money / increasing individual wealth
requires ever greater consumption
demands ever-increasing human population
more resources converted into product
more land for housing and food production
capitalism has always harmed what it exploits
now it hastens doom for much of life on Earth / a finite planet
something is seriously wrong about that
but profit is not about morals
get-for-yourself encourages greed and corruption
we’re aware that “politics is a dirty game”
well-funded groups and parties
work at electing legislators / influencing law makers
in order to protect the wealth they’ve accumulated / help them get more
how could such a pathway end except tragically?

42. not over
seen through the lens of complexity theory
every network / system
whether individual living creature or entire ecosystem
organization / business / civilization / society
survives to the degree that all its parts are healthy
which means cared for / given equal chance to participate / do their part
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successful systems show a high degree of responsibility / sustainability
they’re able to answer appropriately to change and disturbance
when a network / system gives special advantage to some agents
at the expense of others, however
talent gets wasted
dialogue among the agents breaks down
critical information gets ignored / pushed aside or not taken seriously
cooperation deteriorates
solutions wither
leaving the system vulnerable to changing circumstance
often unable to respond appropriately to new challenges
when such complex dynamic adaptive systems reach their pathway’s end —
instead of making the quantum leap to a new state
they can fall into chaos
fail
one doesn’t like to believe it
but it seems we might actually be about to take our world off that cliff
fortunately, we know more than we ever did before
about our problematic pathway and how to change it
we know that we are the creators of language, sign systems, microtheaters
not vice versa
that even those who manipulate culture are subject to its spell
we now have the tools
knowledge that we did not have before about how culture works
how it affects us
additional information science has made available
technology that can rapidly and widely communicate information
to help us break free of the ego idea
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we know anyone can begin disembedding from a culture
anyone of us can change
it happens all the time
together we can do what’s needed
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43. before all else
how came we you and me
to cross paths in this slice of time
in this 14 billion year old afterglow
in this communion of plants and animals
able to trace our pathway back through eons
back through mythic forests
back through this troubled dream
walking with you
listening to your voice
waves breaking on the sand / the gulls
the wind in your hair
making sense of the gray skied sea
you’ve brought the world closer

no matter how much you’ve told me about you
I want to know more
no matter how far we’ve come together
I want to go further
you’re an inviolable mystery
naturally wild organic untamed free
impossible
to reduce to whatever list
to fit into the categories reason depends on
you’ve a mind of your own
you’re going to believe what you’re going to believe
do what you’re going to do
in this sacred place / moment
hour grown late
you open gateways
if only I could make this clear
that’s the best I could do
for you
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up the street the children squeal with delight
the dogs still bark
people are falling in love
mothers having babies
it appears
we still have time

44. interlude III
what draws us to one another
pulls us through the night
keeps us dreaming this dream together
what possible promise

how is it
why is it we love
and want to be loved
want a better world
yet when we catch up with the news
stop / listen / look around at what’s happening
the inequality / conflict / suffering / hatred / destruction
it’s unbelievable —
deep in our hearts we know we can do better than this
we know we have a greater horizon of possible
it’s going to take more than incremental change
more than any reforms we’ve been arguing over
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not a revolution / not even a paradigm shift suffice
we need a phase transition of planetary magnitude
to move from this pathway’s end
to a place we’d like to be forever
that world
where not a single child goes hungry
where each person is assured a livelihood and health care
each the same voice in making laws
each the respect / freedom we’ve only dreamt

borderless states of friendship
Nature, plants and animals regarded with reverence
a safe world
everyone can feel good about
every neighborhood / alley / street corner cool
Mother Earth her gardener found
the world we might long ago have created
but for the ego narrative

45. different now
we may never know for sure how we got off the track
but we do know much more about ourselves now
crucially —
linguists, literary critics, historians, philosophers, primatologists
have helped us see the role that language plays
how it shapes our thinking, even our perception
how language is a sign system
dependent on us linking its signifiers (words) to their signified (meaning)
and with no necessary connection to what they supposedly refer
no link to anything outside the system
alerting us to the caution we need to exercise regarding our storytelling
helping us to understand how a Master Narrative works
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to recognize the ego narrative
its unreliability / its fragility
we created this monster
and, by becoming conscious of it, we can change it
physicists, biochemists, microbiologists, biologists, paleontologists...
have helped us come to know our “ancestry”
as children of the Universe
entangled with one another and our Mother Earth
descendants
of the quarks who started it all by sharing energy with each other
the playful long-chain polymer first metabolizers who opened the gateway to Life
the heroic purple oxygen breathers and tail-wiggling spirochetes
who gave up their old identity and introduced a world of wonders
the multi-organed cooperation that makes our every breath possible
add to that Complexity Theory
refining our knowledge of how change happens
in complex dynamic systems like our societies
providing the term ‘phase transition’ to name what we need
science has even led us to the threshold of recognizing the Subjectivity of the Universe
for when we delved into matter itself
accelerating atoms to reveal their secrets
expecting to find predictability
at the quantum mechanical level of the world
we instead found particles behaving as waves
leaving us with probabilities
revealing an entanglement
an in-between across all space and time
in the same way a memory / a word / a shadow
a thought of you last forever

46. good fortune
fortunately, Nature’s graced us with a wide array of intelligence
above all — when we recognize error we can correct it
we’re hardwired to want to do better
and pass on to our children what we’ve learned
without education, civilization would not have developed
among the many tools invented
we’ve now intellectual methods that can help us
in the eighteenth century
a new approach to knowing gained ascendency
trust in observation and evidence
logic / mathematics / established knowledge / peer review
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the scientific method changed us
in more ways than making possible all the technology we enjoy
we stopped thinking of authority as unquestionable
learned to criticize and evaluate what we heard or read
began to interrogate traditions / identify assumptions / discredit misconceptions
giving rise to a new definition of what qualifies as knowledge
by the late twentieth century
the protocols had become standardized
every academic field has come to recognize the value of this approach

no matter how much they disagree
scientists and scholars respect the method enough
to show respect for one another
to aim for narratives all can accept
reach for consensus
or at least some broad agreement
we’ve come to recognize truth as a communal affair
this doesn’t mean scholars and researchers aren’t members of troubled societies
like ourselves engaged in microtheatres
sharing values / behavior patterns / participating in the culture at large
reproducing a reality
needing to recognize that and keep it in mind
like us, they also know there are places language falters
where logic doesn’t go
where mystery courts us
where we can respond to one another’s and Nature’s Personal Presence
touch each others’ hearts
create art and beauty
paint / sculpt / piece together mosaics / make music / dance / act / write
we’ve perfected ways to cut diamonds / cultivate roses
we adorn our walls with paintings, hangings, photographs
cook / dress / garden with a sense for the aesthetic
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with art
we’ve opened cracks in the ego narrative and peeked through
seen our problems not unsolvable as status quo mindset would have us believe
were the ego narrative the only story informing our behavior
we would long ago have destroyed ourselves
instead, from our earliest moments we trusted one another
cooperated / worked together / depended on each other
even before we invented the wheel
we moved megaliths
why?

47. alternatives
we’ve carried alternatives to the ego narrative with us all along
storytelling infused with notions of relationship / belonging / holding together
a within and an in-between us of harmony
narratives with the goal of creating community
every society known has had some form of religion
every culture its wisdom / spirituality

religions and spiritual traditions address the core of our being
they suggest answers for the big questions
where did we come from
what are we doing here
where going
they offer hope and solace in times of difficulty
theologians / priests / pastors / rabbis / imams...
labor at articulating our relationship with one another and the Divine
some religions insist on a strict boundary between God and the world
for others there can be no outside of God
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historically, religions have often ended up compromised
perpetuating gender inequality / class hierarchy / even wars
some view the Universe as an object
other life forms as mindless / Earth not our true home
or look to an ever-retreating future time for the fulfillment of their visions
yet all religions and spiritual traditions share a common focus
reminding us of the Sacred, of reverence, of behavior that could save us
encouraging compassion / empathy / helping others as the way of heaven
holding out the promise of Peace on Earth
most provide their believers discourse and practice transcending the ego narrative
from possible ways of engaging the Divine
prayer / ritual / meditation / yoga / scripture
to explanations of Consciousness / our own perpetual center
bringing us back into each other’s Personal Presence
similarly, the ancient Chinese Book of Wisdom
the I-Ching mixes the random with a simple but complex mathematical algorithm
associated with images and narrative
encouraging perseverance and community-mindedness
awareness of our greater-than-separate self
astrology can offer a psychological profile that oversteps the ego identity
although, with its pre-enlightenment beginnings
association with superstition
long-undisciplined tradition
susceptibility to distortion
it reaches the twenty-first century in a questionable state
nevertheless, in a Personal Universe
fractal / multi-dimensional / indivisible / Whole
a material-psychological integrity might be expected
if threads of ourselves reach inward through biology / matter
why would self-similarity not also reach outward

after evolving for billions of years in this particular solar system,
mightn’t Life somehow mirror elements of that larger nest
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might the children of Earth inherit facets of their Cosmic Mother
a dimension of personal identity connect with a moment of her existence
you have to judge for yourself
if you find resonance
between natal astrology’s descriptions
and what you know about yourself / family / friends / co-workers
that recognition discredits the idea of a separate self
points to your Presence as an expression of the larger Universe

48. heart of the matter
in our physical selves
the quarks / atoms / molecules / cells / organs that make us up
we each have a deep connection with the larger picture
a most important resource as we seek to transform our world
although we humans don’t always behave accordingly
we only live by virtue of the ancestral goodness within us
our bodies / minds evolved and still work in cooperation
we wouldn’t be here if they didn’t
like many of the creatures around us
we’re aware of the world by way of a complex nervous system
late in our evolution we developed a particular sign-system intelligence
enabling both unprecedented exploration and alteration of our world
as well as new responsibilities
our sign-system-boosted capability permitted us to wreak enormous destruction
yet now can help us tap the altruism within, grow conscious of it, draw strength
in all the ways we know
intuition / feeling / perception
everything reason tells us
we recognize what loving one another looks like
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we know the pleasure working and playing together brings
the joy of giving / the reward of helping others
it’s not difficult for us to conceive of a world
all of us would like to see
imagine the wealthiest 1%
along with the upper middle class top 20%
freely divesting themselves of privilege and advantage
choosing equality and fairness
placing their family fortunes in the service of the less fortunate
doing all they can for a better world for everyone
working real miracles
picture our military budgets and personnel
converted into ways of helping others
community assistance programs
international aid projects
we could make solar energy available for every nation / city / village
develop more effective ways of producing food
raise everyone to a desirable standard of living
we could pay down history’s debts the ego narrative said weren’t owed
launching a new security for everyone
hammering our swords into plowshares
a re-write of our relationship with Earth and all who feed us with their lives
envision us changing our minds
our motivation becoming love
our sharing warmed by gratitude and reciprocity
our dealings done with sensitivity and appreciation of each other
let your imagination run wild with all the things we would want to change
moving from our present economic systems
to an intelligent, individuality-sensitive egalitarianism
principled by cooperation
an upgraded scope of responsibility
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what eye of a needle might some camel walk through
what heaven come down to Earth
so great the distance from where we are to where we’d like to be
so improbable taking the steps to get there
we’ve come to call such visions “utopian”
dismissed them as impossible
but now at pathway’s end
elaborating the details of those utopias
relying on the goodness of our deepest selves
trusting in our ability to realize these altruistic dreams
believing what we’ve always thought unbelievable
this is where we begin

49. we can make it happen
for millennia we’ve longed and worked for whatever better world we could envision
we moved beyond the cave and stone tools
recognized that a legal system is better than vengeance
invented nation states and international bodies to replace endless territorial grabs
evolved the sciences / education / the arts / medicine
made the invisible visible / the unbelievable believable
the utterly unimaginable a century ago is now our everyday
but deluded by the mistaken idea of a separate self
we’ve ended up where we are today
no need one more time to list the damage done
poised here at the edge of chaos
to discredit and drop the ego identity
transform the dominant pattern in the narrative field
create alternative narrative about who we are
would require a change of planetary magnitude
we know such transformations have happened before
as when the purple oxygen breathers and the spirochetes
created a whole new world of Life-forms by sacrificing their past identities
like that and earlier great phase transitions
the change we need has no one leader
no hierarchy / no centralized organization
phase transitions are self-organizing
each of us has a role
each choose what they are willing to do / what part play
we’re all enchained by the ego narrative in some ways
culture works on both the conscious and unconscious levels
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to the degree we hold onto it / it holds us
in order to let go, we need first to become aware of it
recognize and name it
according to Complexity Theory’s notion of sensitivity to initial conditions
(“the butterfly wing effect”)
a global transformation could begin at the microtheatrical level
each of us within our own minds
paying attention to our thoughts
noticing and replacing competitive fantasies
with iterations of the world we’d like to see
forgiveness / compassion / inclusion / love
each of us nurturing our sensitivity for others
and all the life forms with us
nourishing gratitude
continuing our personal trajectory of liberation
learning about the modalities of the ego narrative
recognizing how we ourselves might unknowingly be harboring stereotypes
thoughtlessly exercising privilege
unintentionally perpetrating sexism, classism, racism, homophobia, etc.
mindfulness like that, thinking in new words and patterns
a start, but not enough
it’s a small step yet a brave one
to active advocacy
giving voice to the world you’d like to see
speaking your mind publicly
standing up for someone
commenting on the news / sharing your ideas
with family, friends, at school, at home
in the workplace, on-line
communicating with your elected representatives
casting your vote
working to make sure everyone gets to exercise their voting rights
marching, volunteering, running
and of course
countless courtesies freeway to grocery store aisle
random acts of kindness
all of this could begin to bring us together
strengthen our commitments
lead to greater feats of courage
if such wiggling of a butterfly wing
were to meet with resonance
(others saying and doing similar things)
we would begin to feel it in the air
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information and performance work together in a non-linear fashion
just as they have produced the chains that keep us bound to the ego narrative
so thinking about a better world
would play into phenomena associated with a better world
and phenomena associated with a better world
play into thinking about a better world

without a name or organization
with hundreds of names
thousands of organizations
such a movement could quietly cascade upward
acts of radical humanity becoming normative
changing the overall pattern in the narrative field
agents have certainly been doing this all along
most of us would probably count ourselves among them
(living / working / doing what we can for a better world)
our transformative powers would be exponentially increased, however
if our efforts were fine-tuned by informed self-reflection
that is, by heightened awareness of how sign systems affect our perceptions
and how culture constantly works its way in
and if each individual’s efforts were then amped up
joined in turn by tens of millions more...
each of us has particular talents, skills, capabilities to bring to bear
social scientists might help by fully deconstructing the ego idea
how identity as a separate self mis-takes our relationship with the world
how the error then is taken for granted
the unhappiness it causes us, the harm it does
helping us understand the chains so we can break free of them
enabling forgiveness for what we were unknowingly doing unto others
and for what others were unknowingly doing to us
social science might also teach us how the ego idea informs our laws
systems / institutions / economic structures
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others could use their expertise to help publicize
reporters might pursue, editors authorize and media owners produce information
contributing to what a new world might look like
gathering in-put from workers, business owners, corporate board members
professors, environmentalists, economists, judges, politicians...
writers, actors, musicians and artists might introduce alternative narrative
create new identities / models of inclusiveness
new vistas of awareness, beauty, art

Hollywood could enchant us with storytelling of fresh, unprecedented heroism
celebrate the joy that giving more than taking brings
elevate non-violence / inspire sensitivity
correcting the fundamentals
we can change our institutions / economic and political systems
people create governments
people can change them
in the United States
Article V of our Constitution guarantees this right
throughout the world
the definition of human dignity
and the quest for integrity assure it
distinct patterns of loving one another / doing for others would emerge
across the globe, across cultures
discourse about our world take on a changed tone
everywhere begin to feel more loving
unbelievable before it would begin to happen
with outcomes of greater wonder than had been imagined
sooner Life could do without the rain
than to think we could change the world without each other
it’s what we each do
from recognizing and letting go our insecurities, fears, greed, hatred, hesitancy
to starring in our own life stories of goodness, courage and authenticity
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no matter how improbable
makes a phase transition possible
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Every effort has been made to credit the photos used. If you believe an image posted is
incorrectly attributed or is not to be shared with the public, please use the contact page on the
Bridge to Change website to request correction or removal.
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